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#109 - Icicle Artisticks  48” length
$33 

#109 LED - Icicle Artisticks  48” length
Classic White
$42 
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Classic
Elegance
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#104 - Blizzard Artisticks 48” length
$35

#104 LED - Blizzard Artisticks 48” length
Classic White
$44 
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Spirit
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#108 - Ice Flurry Artisticks
48” length
$36

#108 LED - Ice Flurry Artisticks
Classic White 48” length
$47
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Timeless
Charm
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Decorative Structural Bow
#278 - 10” Loop Red w/ Gold Velvet Bow - $10.75
#280 - 12” - $35
#281 - 18” - $45 
#282 - 24” - $65 
#283 - 36” - $99
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INCANDESCENT MIXED NOBLE PRE-LIT WREATH
#201 - 36” Nobel Wreath/100 lights/180 tips - $99

#202 - 48” Nobel Wreath/140 lights/484 tips - $199
#206 - 60” Nobel Wreath/300 lights/680 tips - $350

#203 -  72’ Nobel Wreath/400 lights/1072 tips - $499 

INCANDESCENT MIXED NOBLE PRE-LIT WREATH WITH DECORATIONS
#201 + #901 - 36” Nobel Wreath/100 lights/180 tips - $149
#202 + #902 - 48” Nobel Wreath/140 lights/484 tips - $299
#206 + #909 - 60” Nobel Wreath/300 lights/680 tips - $475 
#203 + #903 -  72’ Nobel Wreath/400 lights/1072 tips - $649

INCANDESCENT MIXED NOBLE PRE-LIT  WREATH WITH DECORATIONS AND BOW
#201 + #280 + #901 - 36” Nobel Wreath/100 lights/12” bow - $184
#202 + #281 + #902 - 48” Nobel Wreath/140 lights/18” bow - $344
#206 + #282 + #909 - 60” Nobel Wreath/300 lights/24” bow - $540
#203 + #283 + #903 -  72’ Nobel Wreath/400 lights/36” bow - $748
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All wreaths 
available 

in classic white LED

Also Available - 30” Mixed Noble Wreath



#200 - PRE-LIT MIXED NOBLE GARLAND

$69 

High quality garland perfect for use as swag, to wrap
poles, columns, archways and to drape over anything.
9” LENGTH   100 LIGHTS   240 TIPS
* Available in LED

#271-

#219-

$95

#222 - WINDSOR STAKE TREE

$175
$57 

Place this diminutive beauty in a clay pot or stake it in 
the ground along your walkway. Ground stake attachment
included. 
140 LIGHTS   411 TIPS
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#240-

$615
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#959- C9 LED WARM WHITE  $1.50
#970- C7 LED WARM WHITE  $1.50

#951- C9 LED MULTI  $1.50
#571- C7 LED MULTI  $1.50

#953- C9 MULTI OPAQUE  $.70
#952- C7 MULTI OPAQUE  $.70

#957- C9 INCANDESCENT CLEAR  $.70
#956- C7 INCANDESCENT CLEAR  $.70
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#955- C9 MULTI TRANSPARENT  $.70
#954- C7 MULTI TRANSPARENT  $.70



$15
17’ LENGTH   4” SPACING

$15 

17’ LENGTH   
4” SPACING

#548 -

$15 
17’ LENGTH   4” SPACING

#547 -

#534 -

$15
17’ LENGTH   4” SPACING

$15
17’ LENGTH   4” SPACING

$15
17’ LENGTH   4” SPACING

50
23
$8

#535 -

50
23
$8

50
23
$8

#536 -
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$17

25’ LENGTH   
6” SPACING



$65

#364 -

$85

#365 -

$105

#366 -
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#860 - STARBURST STAKE 

$1.00 per foot 
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$170

#370 -

$105

#363 -



$125 

#380 - 
#382 - 
#381 - 

$85

#383 - 
#385 - 
#384 - 

$225 $150

#373 - #372 -
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$270 $495 

#352 - #312 -

$625 

#311 -

$495

#306 -
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$375 #354 -
#353 - $245 

$565

#301 -
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$330

#333 -

$220

#331 -

$220

#330 -

$220

#329 -
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$575

#369 -

$235

#347 -

$250

#325 -

$250

#336 -
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$198
$80

#350 - #339 -

Lighted 60 inch tall ½ Snowflake Estate Size for indoor & 
outdoor holiday decorating. The clarity and simple elegance 
of design make this ½ Snowflake an excellent focal point or 
accent to other lighting and greenery.

$125$300

#340 -# 377 - SANTA IN CHIMNEY
With 300 lights, this Santa in Chimney yard art is a very
fun and unique addition to your holiday lighting. Try
combining with 3D Santa’s Sleigh, 3D Gift Boxes and
Arrow Post Sign.
70” HEIGHT    300 LIGHTS



$425

#288 -

$130 $200

#323 - #324 -
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$270

# 351 - LIGHTED SNOWMAN WITH BROOM
Lighted 38 inch tall Snowman with Broom for indoor & outdoor 
holiday decorating.
38” HEIGHT    270 LIGHTS



$870

#344 -
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$230

$350 $342 

$1,225

#367 -

#368 - #342 -

#343 -
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$85

$85 $85

#996 - #995 -

$85

#997 - LARGE SPARKLER GREEN
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#1000 - LARGE SPARKLER CLASSIC WHITE
Traditional Classic White Wide Angle Bulbs with gentle



$130
$485

#362 -

$195

$375

#361 - #346 -
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#360 - NATIVITY SCENE
A depiction in light of the birth of Jesus, this tableau of the 
Holy Family can easily be combined with other decorations or 
take pride of place as a feature in your holiday decor.
53” HEIGHT   550 BULBS
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#65947 - LIGHTED ORNAMENT BALL TREE 48”
A colorful arrangement of glass and matte finish ornament 
balls, interwoven with LED lights make up this decorative 
tree.
48” HEIGHT

$334

#65946 - LIGHTED ORNAMENT BALL WREATH 32”
A colorful arrangement of glass and matte finish ornament 
balls in varied sizes, interwoven with LED lights make up this 
festive, modern take on a wreath.
32” HEIGHT

$130

$410

#65950 - SKATING SNOWMAN
Let our charming skating snowman add a touch of whimsy to 
your Christmas decor. With his vibrant skates and scarf, he’s 
sure to make your guests green with envy.
20” HEIGHT   18 LIGHTS

$375

#65949 - SNOWBALL SNOWMAN
Nothing is sweeter than our snowman throwing snowball. 
his peppermint accents will evoke playful excitements for 
everyone to enjoy.
35.5” HEIGHT   21 LIGHTS
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#65952 - ELF PLAYING VIOLIN
There’s no fiddling around with our Elf Playing Violin. When paired with our Elf PlayingHorn and 
Elf Playing Drum, you are sure to orchestrate a Christmas display that is full of charm and whimsy.
36” HEIGHT   24 LIGHTS

#65953 - ELF PLAYING DRUM
Let your Christmas display march to its own beat with our Elf Playing Drum. His golden sticks and 
impish grin will drum up feelings up good tidings and joy! Pair with our Elf playing Horn and Elf 
Playing Violin for the whole Elf Ensemble.
34” HEIGHT   24 LIGHTS

#65951 - ELF PLAYING HORN
Our Elf playing horn will blow you away! His small stature will make a big impact in your 
Christmas display! Get the whole band together and pair with our Elf Playing Violin and Elf 
Playing Drum.
37” HEIGHT   24 LIGHTS

$446

$446

$446

#65948 - ROYAL NUTCRACKER
And thoughts of Sugar Plum Fairies will waltz in your head, with our Royal Nutcracker. It’s classic look with will be the perfect
touch to any traditional Christmas display. Standing six feet tall this impressive figure will become the envy of the 
neighborhood. Impressively constructed and carefully finished, guaranteed to become a longtime addition to your holiday 
decorating.
72” HEIGHT 35 LIGHTS

$750
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$518 

Introduce these majestic figurines to your home and be 
enchanted day after day. The flawless rendering of one of 
nature’s most beloved animals, skillfully combined with the 
subtle spots of LED lights is sure to become a family heirloom. 
These molded resin creations are suitable for indoor and 
outdoor decorating.

#65957 - GRAZING DEER
Nothing is as magical as Santa’s reindeer. Bring your holiday display to life with our Grazing Reindeer. Equipped with 30 
multi-colored lights, this piece is sure to please day or night! Combine with our Standing Deer for a royal reindeer show!
30 LIGHTS

$492 

#65956 - STANDING DEER
Come Dasher, come Dancer! Come Prancer and Vixen! Come everyone and enjoy our 3D Standing Reindeer. His brilliant 
multi-colored lights are sure to guide Santa through the night! Couple with our Grazing Deer for a dynamic deer display!
30 LIGHTS
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#700 -
#706 -
#703 -
#704 -

#719 -
#732 -
#733 -
 

#713 -
#714 -
#715 -
 

#961 -

 

#961-15 -

 

#726 -
#728 -

 

#724 -
#730 -

#702 - A. C9/C7 STAKE$.40 
$.40 
$.40 
$.40 

$12.30
$19.00
$31.72

$.80 per foot

$.19 per foot

$9.75
$10.95
$15.20

$3.35
$3.35

$.60 
$.40

$.50 

#705 -
 

#999 -
 

$21.50

$10
$.80 per foot

SINGLE PLUG EXTENSION CORDS

#960 -

 

#701M - B. MALE SIDE PLUG
#701F - C. FEMALE SIDE PLUG $1

  $1

D. PARAPET CLIPS

$105 per 500’ roll500’ 500’ 

C9 wire only available in 
green/brown/white

500’

15” SPACING
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631-909-4630
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Product Claims and Freight Carrier Claims
All merchandise is carefully inspected prior to shipping. Any shortage and/or damage should be 
noted on the freight bill prior to the delivery driver leaving. Counting, inspecting and signing for 
the number and condition of the cartons received on the freight bill are required by Rain Rich before 
accepting a shortage or damage claim and request for credit. If you do not inspect the cartons for 
damages or count for possible box shortages and you do not write any discrepancies on the freight 
bill, you risk forfeiture of a freight claim. Claims for missing cartons and visible damage must be made 
within 48 hours of receipt of the shipment. Freight claims for shipments sent prepaid will be processed 
by the shipping department at Rain Rich when advised by the customer. Freight claims for shipments 
sent collect, will need to be processed by the customer. Failure to report shortage or damage claims 
within the 48 hour period may result in refusal of the claim by the carrier and a subsequent loss by the 
customer. Damaged goods and original packaging must be kept available for inspection and/or 
pickup. It is advised to take a photo of the damaged carton and goods. Note that should a customer 
choose not to open pallet(s), count and inspect cartons and sign the freight bill, they are waiving their 
right to a shortage and/or damage claim with the Freight Carrier as well as with Rain Rich.

Limited Warranty
Rain Rich warrants that its products will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a period 
of “two seasons” from the date of shipment, with proof of purchase. In the event that a warranty claim 
needs to be filed, do not wait to file a claim as most manufacturing defects, if any are found, arrive 
defective “right out of the box”. Please inspect all products upon receiving of the shipment. Warranty 
Exclusions apply. Please refer to the Warranty Exclusions section for further details.

Warranty Exclusions
This warranty is further conditioned upon proper storage, installation, use and maintenance of 
product. Warranty is for the non-permanent, seasonal, installation and temporary use for no more 
than “two seasons” from date of shipment. A season is defined as commencing on the date the 
product is installed for use and ends at the time the product is not in use and is removed or put into 
storage.  Foliage and fabric bow fading is NOT covered under warranty as foliage and the fabric from 
the bow may change color depending on the exposure level to UV rays. Accessories, electrical cord 
and timers are NOT covered under this warranty. Although our metal product is coated with a durable 
exterior powder coat layer, rusting of the metal will occur over time when exposed to moisture; 
therefore, rusting of the metal is not considered a manufacturing defect and is NOT covered under 
warranty. Broken, burned out bulbs or fuses or faded and broken bulb covers are the responsibility of 
the user. Spare bulbs, fuses and caps/clips are included with each product.

NOTE: Replace burned out or broken bulbs immediately. Burned out or broken bulbs shorten the life 
of all other bulbs in the set.

The above warranties do not cover and Rain Rich will not be liable for any conditions attributable to 
(1) misuse, faulty installation, misapplication, extreme environmental conditions, lightening, electrical 
surges or acts of God, lack of compliance with applicable instructions, improper or inadequate 
maintenance, negligence, accident, or tampering which includes the removal of any identifying labels 
or altering the original design of the product; (2) the incompatibility, improper design, installation, 
maintenance of products, accessories, equipment or materials not supplied by Rain Rich.
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Limitation of Liability
Rain Rich will not under any circumstances whether as a result of breach of warranty, tort, strict liability 
or otherwise be liable for consequential, incidental, special or exemplary damages, including but not 
limited to, loss of profits or revenues, loss of use of the product or any other goods or associated 
equipment or damage to any associated equipment, cost of capital, cost of substitute products, facility 
of services, down time cost, cost relating to removal or reinstallation of product or damages for personal 
injury or property or any claims of claimant's customers. Rain Rich liability on any claim, of any kind, for 
any loss or damage arising out of, resulting from or concerning any aspect of this warranty or from the 
product or services furnished hereunder shall not exceed the price of the specific product which gives 
rise to the claim.

If a product covered by this warranty fails to conform to this warranty and is returned by purchaser in 
accordance with Rain Rich published Warranty Service Program during the warranty period, Holiday 
Lighting by Rain Rich will, at its option, either repair or replace the product or the non-conforming part 
thereof. For purposes of clarity, “repair or replace the product or the non-conforming part thereof” does 
not include any removal or reinstallation costs or expenses, including without limitation labor costs or 
expenses.

Non-Transferable
This warranty only applies to the original purchaser. If a product covered by this warranty is returned by 
the original purchaser in accordance with Holiday Lighting by Rain Rich published Warranty Program 
during the warranty period, Rain Rich will choose to repair or replace the said warranty product. If Rain 
Rich chooses to repair or replace the product and is not able to do so because it has been discontinued 
or is not available, Rain Rich may replace it with a comparable product of equal or lesser value of your 
choosing. If a comparable product is not available, the replacement item will be replaced, when back in 
stock, the following year as long as the item is not discontinued.

THE WARRANTIES AND REMEDIES SET FORTH HEREIN ARE EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL 
OTHER WARRANTIES WHETHER, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ALL WARRANTIES OR 
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND ALL WARRANTIES 
ARISING FROM COURSE OF DEALING OR USAGE OR TRADE. Purchaser's exclusive remedy, and 
Rain Rain sole liability, for any nonconformity or defect in any Product shall be only those explicitly set 
forth herein.

Filing a Warranty Claim
To file a warranty claim, please contact Rain Rich directly at 631-423-2211 or send an email.  From 
there you need to provide your contact information, the information from your invoice, and tell us about 
the problem you are having with your holiday product. Please explain where the problem is occurring 
and be as specific as possible. It may also be required for you to submit pictures in order to expedite 
the claims process. Once the claim form is submitted, we will respond to your email and provide you 
with instructions for processing your warranty claim.

Before any product is returned to any location, an RA number must be received. An RA number will be 
sent to your email address upon completion of the online form and acceptance of the claim by Rain 
Rich. Make sure the RA number is marked clearly on the exterior of all returned packages. Packages 
received without proper identification will be returned to sender. For proper credit, all warranty returns 
must include a copy of the original invoice and/or packing slip.
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All shipping and handling charges associated with a return under warranty will be the responsibility of 
the owner. Upon inspection of the returned product, any items covered under warranty will be 
returned back to the owner at the expense of Rain Rich. It will be at the discretion of Rain Rich to 
determine if the entire item needs to be replaced or if the defect can be repaired with replacement 
parts only. If any defect relates to the lights on any metal frame, it may be necessary to strip the lights 
off the frame before returning the product back for warranty. The removal of the lights from the frame 
and the reinstallation of the replacement lights are at the expense of the owner.

If the returned product is shipped back to Rain Rich for warranty or exchange and found to be 
damaged or non-functional due to user neglect and not from a manufacturing defect, the owner will 
be responsible for the return shipping charges and warranty coverage will not be an option.

Return Policy
Due to the seasonal nature of this product, the retention of goods by the Buyer or for the benefit of 
the Buyer shall constitute an unconditional and absolute acceptance by the buyer. Therefore, we 
cannot accept any product returns, unless for merchandise that meets the requirements under our 
warranty policy. If your order was incorrect at the time of receipt please contact us within (2) days. We 
will be happy to provide you with the correct product or replacement parts at no cost to you. A call-tag 
along with the return instructions will be sent by email for the return of item(s) shipped in error.

Order Cancellation Policy
Rain Rich will not accept cancellation requests for custom orders, special orders or direct from 
manufacturer shipped orders.

Order cancellations for stocked products must be submitted in the form of a written request to the 
Rich Rich customer service office prior to 2:00PM on the same day the original order was placed. Any 
cancellation request's submitted after 2:00PM on the same day the original order was placed will not 
be honored. By this time, the order will have been pulled and processed for shipping, or may have 
already shipped, and therefore a 20% restocking fee will apply for any cancellation request received 
after the 2:00PM deadline. If, after an order has been fully processed, shipped from our facility and 
then refused at time of attempted delivery of an order, a 20% restocking fee will apply as well as the 
cost of the freight to have the order returned back to Rain Rich fax cancellation request to 631-423-
2211 or email to mnava@rainrich.com. Please type in the subject line on the email “ORDER 
CANCELLATION” with the PO#.
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NOTES



~ Sprinkler Systems ~~ Sprinkler Systems ~

 ~ Fertigation Systems ~ ~ Fertigation Systems ~

 ~ Landscape Lighting ~  ~ Landscape Lighting ~ 

~ Holiday Lighting ~~ Holiday Lighting ~

~ Sprinkler Systems ~

 ~ Fertigation Systems ~

 ~ Landscape Lighting ~ 

~ Holiday Lighting ~

WWW.RAINRICH.COM

631-423-2211
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